
Despite significant investments in fraud prevention and account 
security, businesses are under constant attack. That’s because 
the financial incentives for attackers remain sky high.

Arkose Labs takes an economics-driven approach to defeating 
fraud long-term. Our AI-powered platform ensures that good users 
can pass through seamlessly, while it roots out the advanced and 
persistent attacks that plague user interaction points.

Expertly deciphering good users from bots and coordinated human 
attacks, Arkose Labs is the only fraud prevention platform that 
complements advanced risk profiling with dynamic attack 
response. This is a fundamental shift from fraud mitigation to fraud 
deterrence. One that plays the long-game with you against    
fraudsters by making it too costly for fraudsters to attack.
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In a world where digital identities have been corrupted at scale, you shouldn't have to 
choose between a zero-tolerance approach to fraud and a stand-out experience. Arkose 
Labs combines real-time detection with a powerful decision engine to orchestrate the most 
effective attack deterrence. High-risk traffic is triaged for dynamic attack response tailored 
to the attack type, while good users pass securely through invisible screening.

Arkose Global 
Network

Leverages a global network 
of threat intelligence for all 
customers to evolve with 
new attack patterns.

Decision Engine 

Orchestrates a tailored attack 
response using advanced analytics 
to triage suspicious traffic.

Machine learning framework

Attack pattern correlation

Automated response 
orchestration

Forensics and visualizations

Arkose Detect

Investigates real-time reputation 
and behavioral signals to assess 
the user’s true intention.

Device ID & reputation

Network IP assessment

User behavioral analytics

Customer data exchange

Arkose Enforce

Deploys tailored attack responses 
that break the economics of 
bot-and human-driven attacks.

Anti-automation challenges

Human fraud challenges

Guaranteed attack SLAs

Real-time logging and 
feedback loop

4.9B attacks stopped in 2020 

2.2B unique devices monitored  

40M fraudsters' hours wasted 

4,000 tell-tale patterns stored

Real-time behavioral
analysis and risk
classification

Dynamic attack
response and user
interaction insights



Enterprises today need more than a one-size-fits-all defense strategy. Arkose Labs deep 
threat intelligence and innovative enforcement challenges deliver a more dynamic attack 
response to combat evolving bot and human-driven attack patterns.

Arkose Labs increases the cost of fraud making it economically                       
unsustainable to fulfill attacks

Long-Term
Deterrence

Attacks are thwarted where they originate to alleviate authentication 
and computation costs and catch fraud early

Early
Detection

Suspicious traffic is met with real-time, interactive challenges that root 
out automated attacks and sap fraudsters’ time and resources

Real-Time 
Response

Good users are never blocked which eliminates false positives
and improves your bottom line

Protects User 
Experience

With proprietary threat intelligence built in, new customers see  
attacks drop within days, not weeks or months

Immediate 
Results

COMMERCIAL ASSURANCE AGAINST CREDENTIAL STUFFING

Arkose Labs is the first vendor to back its customers with a $1 million 
limited warranty that covers response expenses in the event of a successful 
credential stuffing attack. 

CREDENTIAL
 STUFFING

Adaptive step-up delivers 
appropriate pressure

Designed to waste fraudsters’ 
time and effort

Challenge interaction results 
validate risk decision 

Attack response tailored to
the risk profile



Schedule Demo

Arkose Labs bankrupts the business model of fraud. Recognized by Fast Company Fintech Features and Cyber 
Defense Magazine, its innovative approach determines true user intent and remediates attacks in real time. Risk 
assessments combined with interactive authentication challenges undermine the ROI behind attacks, providing 
long-term protection while improving good customer throughput.

Arkose Labs has proved to be a long-term deterrent to fraudsters 
attacking our website, allowing us to stamp out account takeover 
attacks and keep our customers protected.                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                - Engineering Leader
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